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The Teaching and Learning Cycle: 

Writing a Description 

 

 

 

 

Theme: Writing a Description of a House 

Level: B1 (with extension to B2) 

Resource Guide 

 

Barbara Dahlsen and Rebekah Jones de Villagran 
Blackburn English Language School 
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Learning Context 

Blackburn English Language School 

 

Blackburn English Language School delivers full-time, intensive English language programs to newly arrived 

students across the North-Eastern Victoria Region (NEVR). The school provides primary and secondary 

English language acquisition programs to students from a range of culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds.  

The schooling cycle operates around a term-based program. As new students enrol each term, classes are 

formed centred on either age and English language competency or a combination of these two factors.  

This teaching resource was implemented with two primary groups at the school. The first group was 

students in Years 3-4 and with an English level of B1.1 to B1.3. The second group was students in Years 5-6 

and with an English level of B1.3 to B2.3.  

The integrated unit of Survival Needs: Houses was completed within a 2-3 week period with approximately 

40 hours of teaching time dedicated to the unit.   
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Building Knowledge of the Field 

Aims and Objectives 

 

The aim of building knowledge of the field is to establish what students  

already know and develop their language and understanding around the topic.  

 

Links to the EAL Developmental Continuum P-10 for this unit include: 

B1 Indicators B2 Indicators 

• identify single items of information from short 

spoken texts or when talking about pictures, e.g. 

basic vocabulary, identifying animal names, 

colours, etc.  

• construct two or three word utterances that use 

common adjectives to describe or add emphasis, 

e.g. very hot, beautiful picture  

• use learned words in speech, e.g. colours, 

numbers, days, etc.  

• use simple conjunctions, e.g. join ideas using 

‘and’. 

 

• identify key points of information from short 

spoken texts  

• describe and identify people, places and things 

using simple vocabulary for colour, size, place, 

location, time 

• respond appropriately for the context, e.g. listen 

and respond to other students during a class 

discussion   

• begin to produce more complex language, e.g. 

using subordinating conjunctions such as because, 

when, that  

 

Students participate in a range of tasks including brainstorming, discussions, viewing, listening, notetaking, 

real life experiences, constructing models and vocabulary building activities.  
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Building Knowledge of the Field 

Elicit Prior Knowledge 

 

• Engage students in a Think-Pair-Share about houses by providing questions to guide their discussion (e.g. Why do 

we have houses? What are the different types of houses that people live in?) 

 

• Brainstorm as the class the types of and/or features of houses. 

 

• Complete a KWL Chart as a class about houses. Elicit what students already know and what questions they have 

about the topic. Stage B1 students may contribute in a whole class discussion, while Stage B2 students may be able 

to complete the charts independently after teacher modelling.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                        

(Stage B2) In these examples, the teacher led a discussion with the class about what they know about houses and what they want to 

know. The teacher then modelled on the board how to complete the chart and had the students work individually. 
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Building Knowledge of the Field 

Real Life Experience 

 

• Walk around the local school neighbourhood and complete a data chart (e.g. address, building 

material, colour of roof, etc.). Stage B1 students may be able to write only the word, while Stage B2 

students could write a sentence and give more details about the house.  
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Building Knowledge of the Field 

Making a Model of a House 

 

• Make a model of a house and garden (individually or collaboratively) or a model of rooms inside a 

house. Describe the features of the house to a partner and present to the class.  
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Building Knowledge of the Field 

Listening for Information 

 

• Watch the DVD ‘My Beautiful House’. Participate in a class discussion to compare different types of 

houses around the world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Watch the DVD ‘Building a House’ (For the Juniors ABC). Listen for key words and complete 

notetaking using an advance organiser.  
The Building a House program begins with a montage of the many and varied houses people build and looks at special design features. Housing of 

the past is also examined. Running through the program is the construction of a house, from plans on paper to bricks and mortar.  

 

 

 

Example Learning Intention: 

We will learn to compare different houses around the world. 

Example Success Criteria: 

I can identify different building materials.  

I can identify different features of houses. 

I can compare different types of homes. 
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Building Knowledge of the Field 

Vocabulary Development 

 

• Develop students’ vocabulary of houses (outside and inside) using charts, word walls, visuals and 

language games. These can be added to throughout the unit as new vocabulary is introduced.  
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Building Knowledge of the Field 

Labelling 

 

• Students label pictures of houses using their vocabulary knowledge of house features (outside and 

inside). 
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Building Knowledge of the Field 

Draft House Description 

 

• Students write an ‘un-coached’ draft of a house description using their knowledge from the activities 

in building knowledge of the field.  

 

Stage B1 Writing                                                                                                   Stage B2 Writing 
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Supported Reading 

Aims and Objectives 

 

The aim of supported reading is to build reading strategies and knowledge of the  

topic of houses through modelled, shared, guided and collaborative reading.  

 

Links to the EAL Developmental Continuum P-10 for this unit include: 

B1 Indicators B2 Indicators 

• gain some information from illustrations, 

tables, simple maps, diagrams, graphs  

• complete simple tasks to show understanding 

of text, e.g. recall information  

• gain information when listening to or reading 

new texts  

• locate specific information in a shared reading 

text.  

• use key words to understand texts read or 

listened to  

• build a sight vocab which draws on words of 

interest, topic words etc 

• gain information from illustrations, tables, 

maps, graphs, diagrams  

• make comparisons with own country and 

cultures when reading, e.g. In my country …, 

When I ...  

• retell ideas and events from well-known texts 

or a text on a familiar topic  

• use knowledge of simple tense and negation 

to interpret meaning of written text  

• locate information in texts using organisational 

features (such as headings or diagrams) with 

limited teacher support 

 

Students are supported with building their reading skills and reading comprehension strategies through a 

range of fiction and non-fiction texts related to the topic. They complete tasks including detailed reading, 

sentence making, retelling, summarising, predicting, questioning and vocabulary building.  
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Supported Reading 

Fiction Texts 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples of picture story books to read at all stages: 

• The Three Little Pigs  

• Goldilocks and the Three Bears 

• The Magic Fish/The Fisherman and his Wife 

• Town Mouse, Country Mouse 

• The Three Little Wolves And The Big Bad Pig - Eugene Trivizas & 

Helen Oxenbury 

• The Magic Key Series - Roderick Hunt (Oxford Reading Tree 

• Where’s my shoe? 

• Possum in the house - Kiersten Jensen 

• The Very Noisy House - Julie Rhodes 

• One Dark, Dark, Night - Mary O’Toole 

• The House that Jack Built - William Stobbs 

• A House of Her Own - Jenny Hughes 

• The Little Crooked House - Margaret Wild 

• My Home, Your Home - Lisa Bullard 

• Clancy & Milly and the Very Fine House - Freya Blackwood 

• Peace at Last – Jill Murphy 

• Berenstain Bears Series 

• Big Red Barn – Margaret Wise Brown 

• Goodnight Moon – Margaret Wise Brown 

• A House is a House for Me – Mary Ann Hoberman 

• Moving Day – Jess Stockham 

• Window - Jeannie Baker 
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Supported Reading 

Non-Fiction Texts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples of titles for supported reading:  

• Children Like Us: Homes Around the World - Moira Butterfield 

• Homes of the World - Nancy Loewen and Paula Skelley 

• Homes - Jeff Stanfield 

• Home - Kate Petty 

• Homes: Then and Now – Janine Scott 

• Homes for Everyone - Sally Cowan 

• Places We Call Home - Lucy Carroll 

• Homes in Different Places - Cynthia O’Brien 

• A World of Homes (Big Book) - Kari Jenson Gold 

• A World of Homes - Heather Hammonds 

• Building Our House - Jonathan Bean 

• Houses and Homes – Ann Morris (Around the World series)                        

• If You Lived Here: Houses of the World - Giles Laroche  

• What do I need? - Bobbie Kalman 

• This is my Home – Bobbie Kalman 

• Looking for a New House – Nick Bruce 

• Where We Live – Valerie Guin 

• Homes Around the World series – Nicola Barber 

• Wonderful Houses Around the World -  Yoshio Komatsu 

• H.O.U.S.E – Aleksandra Machowiak and Daniel Mizielinski                                                                 

• How a House Is Built - Gail Gibbons 

• Let's Build A House - Mick Manning and Brita Granström                                                             

• A Day In the Life of a Builder – Linda Hayward 

• How Does My Home Work? – Chris Butterworth 

• Building Houses – Richard and Louise Spilsbury 

• House plans/Real estate magazines 
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 Supported Reading 

Answering Questions/Cloze 
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Supported Reading 

Summarising 

 

 

                                                         

 

 

 

   Sentence Making 
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Supported Reading 

Locating Specific Information – New Topic Knowledge 

 

• B1 students complete a shared reading of the text and identify the specific criteria for a new house. Students 

discuss and compare their ideas to their house in Australia. 
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Supported Reading 

Poems 

 

                                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Match words and pictures. 

Identify key words. 

 

Discussion:  

What do you do in your 

bedroom/ lounge room/ 

family room? 
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Supported Reading 

Dictogloss 

• Explain the task and model how to take notes by writing key words. 

• Select a short section of text from one of the selected books with the target language structure and 

read aloud to the students at a normal pace. Students listen the first time for overall meaning. 

• Read the text again and students take notes as they listen. This may need to be repeated as 

necessary.  

• In pairs or small groups, students reconstruct the text as close as possible to the original.  

• Read the text a final time for students to analyse and check their writing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Text: Homes for Everyone by Sally Cowan (p. 4) 
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Supported Reading 

Response to Text  

 

• After reading ‘The Fisherman and His Wife’, Stage B2 students discuss different types of houses. In 

pairs, they brainstorm what their own dream house would look like and share back with the class.  

• Students draw and/or write about their dream house using their vocabulary and knowledge from the 

unit. Present to the class.  
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Learning about the Genre 

Aims and Objectives 

 

The aim of learning about the genre is to model the structure of the text type and  

relevant key language structures. As it is difficult to find a suitable text accessible to  

Stage B1 and Stage B2 students, model texts were created by the teachers at each level.  

 

Links to the EAL Developmental Continuum P-10 for this unit include: 

B1 Indicators B2 Indicators 

Genre structure 
● write short description or report on a topic of interest that 

has been covered in class 

● use appropriate basic text types based on models when 
writing, e.g. recounts, descriptions 

● use illustrations to support simple sentences 

● provide some detail through additional information, e.g. 
illustrations, diagrams 

 

Language features 

● write simple sentences and phrases using appropriate 
word order 

● use some conjunctions, e.g. and 

● use pronoun references with limited noun/pronoun 
agreement, e.g. My house ….it  

● use simple present tense 

● use adjectives  
● spell accurately some high frequency words e.g. the, 

and, is, it 
● use basic punctuation, e.g. full stop, capital letter 

appropriately. 

Genre structure 
● use some conventions for separating ideas or sections 

in a text, e.g. starting a new idea on a new line 

● use heading and text format appropriate to the task 

 

Language features 

● use a number of common conjunctions to link ideas 
between sentences, e.g. and, because, 

● select some descriptive vocabulary appropriate to 
context, e.g. ‘huge’ for ‘big’ 

● use simple extended noun groups, e.g. a big, black 
dog 

● use simple phrases to express basic comparisons, e.g. 
the same as, bigger than 

● make expository statements using introductory ‘there’, 
‘it’, e.g. There is …, There are …, It has … 

● use correctly some forms of the verbs to be, to have 

● experiment with more complex punctuation, e.g. 
commas, question marks, exclamation marks 
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Learning about the Genre 

Model Texts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Three different model texts were created for students 

at different stages of the EAL Developmental  

Continuum.  

 

Project the chosen text onto the interactive  

whiteboard and introduce the text through modelled  

and shared reading.  

 

Guide students to identify the purpose of the text,  

how it is structured and the language features.  

 

 

Stage: B1.1-B1.3 

                           Title: My House 

Introduction:  

This is my house. It is at 17 George Street, 

Blackburn. 

Characteristics 

My house is white. It has a blue front door 

and a tin roof. 

My house has a big garden with lots of trees. 

It has a swing. 

My house has four bedrooms. 

My bedroom is next to the bathroom.  

There are lots of places to play inside. 

Evaluation 

My house is a good place to live. 
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Learning about the Genre 

Model Texts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stage B2.2-B3.1: 

Title: My House in Australia 

Introduction:  

I have lived in Australia for 3 months. In China, I lived in a high-rise apartment, 

but here I live with my family in a house. My address is 17 George Street, 

Blackburn.  

 

Characteristics: 

My house is a modern, two-storey, brick house. It has a shiny red door with a 

silver doorknob and a very narrow, concrete path all the way to the front fence. 

There is a green letterbox on the post next to the wooden gate.  

In the front yard, there is a really beautiful garden with colourful flowers and a 

big, old, eucalyptus tree. Next to the house, there is a double garage where my 

parents park their cars.  

In the backyard, there are two swings, where I like to play with my younger 

brother. We also have a wide green lawn to play soccer. In the middle of the 

yard, there is a green clothesline and in the back corner, there is a small metal 

garden shed where my dad keeps his tools.  

My house has four bedrooms and two bathrooms. My bedroom has a single bed 

with a blue and white quilt cover. There is a brown rug on the floor and a desk 

under the window.  

In the kitchen, there is a tall, silver fridge and a small, white microwave. My 

mum usually cooks our dinner and I help to wash the dishes.  

In the living room, there are two new leather sofas, which we bought when we 

first arrived in Australia. Next to the sofa is a tall lamp and in the corner of the 

room is a large TV that I like to watch with my family.  

 

Evaluation: 

Although I miss my home in China, I really like my new house in Australia. It is 

much bigger and there is a garden for me to play outside. I am happy to live here 

with my family.  

 

Stage B1.3-B2.1: 

                                  Title: This is my Home 

 

Introduction:  

I live in a house. My address is 17 George Street, Blackburn. This 

house is my home. 

Characteristics 

My house is made of bricks. It has two storeys. 

My house has a small front garden with a path and some flowers. 

It has a barbeque and trampoline in the back garden. 

There are many rooms inside my house. 

The kitchen and living rooms are downstairs. I like to eat in the 

kitchen. I like to play games and watch TV in the family room. The 

bedrooms and bathroom are upstairs. My bedroom is next to my 

sister’s bedroom. It has bunk beds so my friends can stay the night. 

The bathroom is next to my parents’ room. I like to have a bath in 

the bathroom. I help vacuum my house because I like to keep it 

clean. My favourite place is the back yard. During summer, my 

family has a barbeque and eats outside.  

Evaluation 

My home is a good place to live. It protects me from bad weather 

and is where I feel safe. My home is where my family lives. 
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Learning about the Genre 

Structuring the Text 

• Once students are familiar with the text, they cut it up into sentences/paragraphs, and in pairs 

organise the text under the provided headings.  

• Draw students’ attention to how the paragraphs are organised into outside and inside the house 

within the characteristics section. In this way, they learn how to chunk related information to form a 

coherent text.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is my house. It is at 17 

George Street, Blackburn.  

My house is a good place to 

live.  

My bedroom is next to the 

bathroom.  

Learning intention: 

We will learn how a description is structured.  

Success Criteria: 

I can identify the text structure of a 

description. 

I can organise information under headings.  

I can explain how a description is structured.  
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          Stage B1                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                              

                    .               

 

 

 

Students start to organise their own texts by writing one stage of the text, 

e.g. characteristics. Using house plans, vocabulary charts and class word 

wall, students write draft detailing the characteristics of inside their house. 

Students learn about the genre by cutting up 

whole text and pasting under text structure 

headings. 

Learning Intention: We will learn how to write characteristics to describe a house. 

Success Criteria: I can talk about the rooms of my house. 

                               I can write sentences to describe inside my house. 

                               I can use present tense verbs – has, is, are, like 
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Learning about the Genre 

Structuring the Text 

 

 

                                             Stage B2 
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Learning about the Genre 

Language Features of the Text 

 

Stage B2 Students: 

• Students highlight language features in the text: 

o Processes – Green (what is happening) 

o Participants – Red (who or what is taking part)  

o Circumstances – Blue (when, where, how, etc.) 

 

• For example: 

o I have lived in Australia for 3 months.  

o My house is a modern, two-storey, brick house.  

 

• Draw students’ attention to the nominal groups.  

o For example: 

� shiny red door with a silver doorknob 

� wooden gate 

� a very narrow concrete path 
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Learning about the Genre 

Nominal Groups 

 

• Practise forming nominal groups using a graphic organiser (using visuals of different houses).  

 

                                                                                                      Stage B1 
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Learning about the Genre 

Nominal Groups 

 

 

 

                                              Stage B2 
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Supported Writing 

Aim and Objectives 

 

The aim of supported writing is to model the process of creating a text and for  

students to participate in shared writing, joint construction and collaborative writing.  

• Shared writing and joint construction: The teacher elicits contributions from  

students and demonstrates how to shape them into a coherent written text.  

• Collaborative writing: Students work in pairs or groups on writing tasks related  

to the topic, including vocabulary building, sentence structure and paragraph writing.  

 

Links to the EAL Developmental Continuum P-10 for this unit include: 

B1 Indicators B2 Indicators 

● contribute to shared simple brainstorming of 
ideas and identifying relevant vocabulary to be 
incorporated into the written work 

● contribute ideas in simple sentences to shared 
writing activities 

● write text incorporating common spoken and 
written phrases, with support 

● write learned phrases and complete short cloze 
activities around familiar language 

● use modelled forms and repetitive patterns to 
generate and structure writing, e.g. My house has 

● develop vocabulary and phrase lists with first 
language translations, or pronunciation guides 

● use knowledge of sentence patterns to form new 
sentences 

● plan before writing, e.g. discuss ideas and topics 
in first language or English or write notes in a 
framework 

● use a framework to complete a writing task and 
reflect on it, e.g. guiding questions, headings. 

● plan, with support, the format of a text according 
to its communicative purpose 
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Supported Writing 

Shared Writing and Joint Construction 

 

• Provide students with a copy of the reference text ‘Eddie’s House’ (Oxford Atlas for Australian 

Schools F-2, 3rd Edition) 

• Discuss as a class the features of Eddie’s House. Brainstorm house and descriptive vocabulary and 

label pictures.  

• Using pictures of the outside of Eddie’s House, the house plan and the bedroom plan, jointly 

construct a description of Eddie’s House. Elicit vocabulary and sentence contributions from students.  
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Supported Writing 

Collaborative Writing 

 

• In pairs, students collaborate to write own sentences or paragraph based on the teacher’s model 

about different parts of the house.  

• Students participate in a whole class discussion to add their ideas to the original shared writing text.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stage B2 Collaborative Writing 
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Independent use of the Genre 

Aims and Objectives 

 

The aim of independent use of the genre is for students to compose the target  

text independently and then revising, editing, proofreading and publishing their text.  

 

Links to the EAL Developmental Continuum P-10 for this unit include: 

 

B1 Indicators B2 Indicators 

● use appropriate basic text type based on model 
when writing a description 

● rewrite after correction, discussion or prompting, 
i.e. delete or add words to clarify 

● copy words from dictionary correctly 

● ask how to write certain words in English 

● use a range of strategies to find the correct 
spelling of new or unknown words, e.g. 
dictionaries, charts, other students, own spelling 
lists 

● use sound or visual features to spell words, e.g. 
evry. 

 

● use a framework to complete a writing task and 
reflect on it, e.g. guiding questions, headings. 

● enhance own writing with appropriate layout and 
visual information, e.g. draw a house plan 

● include appropriate amount of information or 
detail for the audience 

● write using language which is beginning to reflect 
less the features of spoken language and more 
the features of written language 

● write a first draft focusing on meaning and 
revise after rereading or discussion, e.g. add or 
delete ideas, correct simple errors in spelling and 
punctuation 
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Independent use of the Genre 

Developing a Plan  

 

• Students use a picture of the outside of their house (bird’s eye view, including the front and back 

garden). Label the illustration using vocabulary from the unit. Students then draw an inside plan of 

their house and label.  

• Students plan their description using a graphic organiser, including the headings – Title, Introduction, 

Characteristics, Evaluation 
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Independent use of the Genre 

Writing a Description Independently  

 

• Students write their complete first draft of their house description (using title, sentences, 

paragraphing, etc.) 

• Revise text for spelling, punctuation and grammar. 

• Publish and present to the class.  

• Reflect on the process and assessment.  
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Independent use of the Genre 

Before and After Work Samples 

                        

                         Stage B1 – Un-coached draft                                                               Stage B1 – Independent use of the Genre                                        
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Independent use of the Genre 

Before and After Work Samples 

                        

                         Stage B1 – Un-coached draft                                                               Stage B1 – Independent use of the Genre                                        
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Independent use of the Genre 

Before and After Work Samples 

 

                                 Stage B1.3 – Un-coached draft                                                               Independent use of the genre (1st draft) 
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Independent use of the Genre 

Before and After Work Samples 

 

      Stage B2 – Un-coached draft                                                   Stage B2 - Independent use of the genre (Published copy) 


